
Electric towel rails with thermal fluid 
Bathroom

Danaïs
Narrow width, optimised space, freeing space for your towels, performance and energy 
savings through Pack + with innovative features

	 Benefits	
	 	Narrow	 version	 (400mm)	 available,	 freeing	
space	for	your	furniture	and	decorations.	
	 	4	white	patented	wall-mounting	brackets,	quick	
and	easy	to	install	in	a	new	build	or	in	home	ren-
ovation.
	 	Pack	 +:	 comfort,	 performance	 and	 energy	 sav-
ings.
	 	Thermal	fluid,	gentle	warmth,	uniform	and	opti-
mal	comfort.

 	Adjustable	60-minutes	boost	mode,	instant	heat	
for	immediate	comfort.
	 	Energy	savings	from	PID	control.
	 Dual	child	anti-tamper.
	 	Indoor	 air	 quality	 preserved:	 does	 not	 dry	 out	
the	room	air	and	stops	dust	movement.

Designed 
in France

3 years 
warranty

Maintenance 
free

Comfort surface 
temperature

PID technology Low energy 
consumption

Thanks to  
See catalogue page 46

Connectable	 
to	internet

Control	by	voice	 
thanks to MYNEOMITIS
See catalogue page 3

Compatible with

Alexa from Amazon 

Slim version

Danaïs  
online



Danaïs

In	a	few	words	...	
Simple style, the shallow depth design reduces the space required for bathroom heating. Danaïs Slim has been designed with space efficiency in mind. The inno-
vative design is both shallow and narrow meaning it can fit in the tightest of spaces. Despite it small size it is available in a range of heights and powers to ensure 
the right configuration for your needs. Intuitive controls are digital and easy to use. The tilted interface and white backlit display ensure ergonomic use and perfect 
legibility of information. The child anti-tamper is built into all Neomitis® heaters with control lock to prevent unintentional changes in set point. The adjustable 
60-minutes boost mode, rapidly rises the heat of the bathroom and enables quick drying of clothes or wet towels. The Danaïs towel rails have an integrated 7 day 
and daily programme but are also remotely programmable by pilot wire, the right temperature at the right time, guaranteed savings. In new build or renovation, 
the Danaïs towel rails are recommended for both private and rented accomodation thanks to the lockable features.

	 Features
 Power on/standby mode.
 Operating modes: Auto, Comfort, Eco, Frost protection.
  Pack	+: Gauge and power consumption indication, open window detection, 7 day and 

daily programme, setting temperature limitation, keypad lock, rental housing safety: PIN 
code lock.

  Boost: the adjustable boost mode from 60 minutes to 90 minutes, rapidly rises the heat 
of the bathroom and enables quick drying of clothes or wet towels.

	 	Permanent	backup	of	settings	and	programming,	3hrs	backup	of	the	current	date	and	
time.

References Powers
(W)

Heights
(mm)

Widths
(mm)

Depths*
(mm) Rails	division Gross	weights

(Kg)

Danaïs	
TTS0501A 500 940 508 38 8/4/4 12,4
TTS0701A 700 1318 508 38 10/5/4/4 16,8
TTS1001A 1000 1696 558 38 10/6/6/4/4 23,3
Danaïs	Slim	
TTS030S1A 300 730 400 38 5/3/3 8,1
TTS050S1A 500 1150 400 38 7/4/4/4 13,4

* For the depth of Danaïs or Danaïs Slim, add about 55 to 75 mm to the value of its depth.

Boost Help for the visually 
impaired

Pack + Child 
anti-tamper

Optional: infrared 
remote-control (see 
catalogue page 97)

Optional:	2 hangers
(see catalogue page 97)

 Backup in case the mains power supply goes off:
 -  The whole of settings and programming: permanent 

backup.
 - Current time and date: backup time of 3 hrs typical.
 Manufactured in France on NF certified site.
 CE, IP44, classe II.
 Standards: 

 Technical	specifications

EMC Low	voltage RoHS
EN55014-1; EN55014-2; 
EN61000-3-2; EN61000-3-3

EN60335-1; EN60335-2-30; 
EN60335-2-43; EN62233 EN IEC 63000

  Steel heater body covered with white epoxy paint resistant to wetness.
 D-shaped manifolds, 22 mm diameter straight rails.
  Thermal fluid: high quality glycol water, Frost protection -20°C at neutral pH.
   4	white	patented	wall-mounting	brackets,	easy	and	quick	

to	 install:	 adjustable,	 adjustment	 in	 depth,	 double	 lock,	
high	temperature	resistance,	physical	and	mechanical	per-
formance.

 Drilling template supplied.
  PID (Proportional Integral Derivative) control by triac + relay.
   Electric immersion heater with dual safety: overheating protection + ther-

mofuse.
  6-order pilot wire: stop (standby mode), Frost protection, Comfort, Comfort 

-1°C, Comfort -2°C, Eco, compatible with energy programmer.

See	the	video
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